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Internet of Things:
Are you ready?

If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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A

s technology continues to advance, we see the internet
and networks expand to manufacturing floors, energy
grids, healthcare facilities and transportation. However, one
third of respondents in the IoT survey featured on p.6 could
not confirm exactly how many IP addresses were on their
company’s network. This suggests that organisations might
not be monitoring or managing their IoT devices. It’s not
surprising then that security was still listed as a main concern
for respondents.
The reportback on p.16 explores how traditional business
models are becoming archaic. Amazon, Netflix and Facebook
are mentioned as stellar examples of digital business, and
organisations should really use these as references to propel
themselves into the 21st century. If they don’t, and continue
to do business as usual, they may find themselves going out of
business.
Have a look at the comment piece on p.2, listing a string of
our government’s mired projects that were meant to advance
the ICT industry. Sad, really, when more jobs could be created,
helping us solve the economic mess in which we find ourselves.
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COMMENT
By NICOLA MAWSON

Just do it
Government needs to stop hindering the ICT community
and become an economic enabler before it’s too late.

T

he past six years have seen some
memorable changes in the ICT industry
– companies delisting, retrenchments,
consolidation, rand volatility, Cabinet
shuffles, and the smartphone revolution.
I can only wonder what the next few
years will bring, as tech continues to
advance, the Internet of Things takes hold
and smart cities become a reality. Sadly,
I suspect SA will seriously fall behind in
this shift because the tale of the local IT
economy is one of constraint.
That’s why Telkom has finally clicked that
it needs to reinvent itself and become a more
agile player in a constantly changing market.
And that’s why Vodacom is spending R7
billion to buy Neotel, so it can have access
to spectrum and fibre and thus tap new
revenue streams.
The constrained environment is also why
operators are re-farming spectrum so they
can get long-term evolution going – the
superior mobile broadband connection
that promises way faster speeds than most
plebs get.

Failure to launch
SA’s constrained IT sector can be seen in
the numbers of listed companies. MTN,
Vodacom and Telkom all need to explore new
sources of income. Yet, without government
actually fast-tracking the release of
high-demand spectrum, they are going to
have to constantly innovate around what
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infrastructure they already
have, pumping billions into
the ground each year.
Government’s
inability to move with
anything representing
real speed has been one
of the biggest – if not the
biggest – obstruction for
the IT economy. Very
little of substance has
been implemented, and
the one time a minister
(Yunus Carrim) was
appointed who could
actually do something, he
was shuffled out and the
communications department mysteriously
split in two.
President Jacob Zuma’s decision to
create a propaganda department and one
responsible for infrastructure had analysts
banging their heads in frustration.
Take digital TV, for example – that debacle
has been going on for almost 10 years now,
and the country completely missed the
analogue turn-off deadline in June. We’re so
far behind with migration we haven’t even
officially turned on digital signal.
Then look at the South African Police
Service’s R7 billion spend on hi-tech
equipment that constantly needs refreshing
because it’s taken that department – and
three others – 10 years to not implement a
project. The list goes on almost endlessly

Some good news
Despite the failures, there are success
stories. Dimension Data is one of these,
having been bought out by Japan’s NTT
almost five years ago for more than R20
billion. And, even though MTN is battling
to grow its top line, it is Africa’s biggest
cellular operator and a fantastic export
from our shores.
DigiCore is another success story, with that
company’s tech being bought in a R1 billion
deal by a US-based entity. Good on DigiCore.
South Africans have what it takes to
make a go of it: invent great tech, make
it big on the world stage, use technology

I suspect SA will
seriously fall behind
in this shift because
the tale of the local
IT economy is one of
constraint.

to become fantastic scientists, engineers,
doctors and teachers, and really make a
difference in the world.
The IT sector also has the potential to help
dig the economy out of the stalled mess it is
in and add jobs, create entrepreneurs and
expand educational access to all. Yet, the
Internet Society notes the Internet economy
only contributed 2% to SA’s gross domestic
product (GDP) in 2011, a figure expected to
reach 2.5% by 2016.
By comparison, the average contribution
of the Internet economy to GDP in the most
advanced economies, such as the US, was
4.1% in 2010, which is expected to grow to
5.3% by 2016.

Wasting potential
That SA is ignoring a potentially lucrative
sector is nothing new; we all know what
technology enables: from automated homes
to learning via video conferencing and
tablets for rural-based kids; and self-driving
cars in between.
Sadly, that potential is being wasted
because government is too busy not
empowering business to go out there and
make it happen.
We need broadband for all, we need
more spectrum, and we need to encourage
foreign companies to invest in SA instead of
buying out what talent has made it onto the
international stage. It’s time to pull up our
collective socks and do something.

COMPANY NEWS
Compiled by CLARE MATTHES

BUSINESS
Unit4 announces
alliance with
Microsoft

Asher Bohbot, EOH

EOH expands
African footprint
EOH recently announced it is
acquiring an equity stake of
Twenty Third Century Systems
(TTCS) and its subsidiaries, for
an undisclosed amount. “TTCS
will significantly augment
our Pan-African growth plans
and support EOH’s purpose
of providing technology,
knowledge, skills and
organisational ability, critical
to Africa’s development and
growth,” says EOH Group CEO,
Asher Bohbot.
www.eoh.co.za

Unit4 has announced a
strategic collaboration with
Microsoft that will speed to
market the creation of selfdriving business applications
and ERP for people-centric
organisations. Unit4 will
use the smart technology
in Azure’s PaaS platform
components and Microsoft
Office solutions, including
predictive analytics, machine
learning, event stream analysis
and complex event processing.
Combined with Unit4’s People
Platform, the collaboration
boosts speed of innovation and
will see customers benefiting
from a new approach to
enterprise computing.
“Microsoft and Unit4 share
a long history of increasing
productivity for enterprises
and this collaboration will
accelerate the innovation
necessary to make self-driving
ERP a reality,” says Jose
Duarte, Unit4 CEO.
www.unit4.com

New head of XtremIO
EMC Southern Africa recently appointed Rudi van Rensburg
as head of XtremIO for Africa. EMC’s XtremIO product line
fully capitalises flash technology and enables the data centre of
the future. Commenting on his objective in this new role, van
Rensburg said he will be leading EMC’s XtremIO go-to-market
strategy from both a partner and a customer perspective. “As the
recognised worldwide leader in flash technology, EMC is leading
the way in redefining the data centre, so it’s a really exciting time
to be in this market sector. My objective is to make Africa the
shining star for XtremIO from a global EMC perspective.”
www.emc.com

Business could save with e-billing
This year’s Billentis Report has found that businesses that use e-billing
and invoicing will help achieve savings of up to 80%. The report
predicts 42 billion e-bills and invoices will be issued globally in 2015,
and by judiciously applying technology, companies can be more
efficient, agile, and profitable. “Digitisation is one of the top drivers
for e-invoicing,” says Jacques van Wyk, COO of Ricoh SA. “It used
to be a differentiator but today it’s increasingly a requirement to be
competitive. Numerous South African companies are keenly interested
in the efficiencies, savings, agility and preparation for the future of
business these business process services (BPS) projects achieve.”
www.ricoh.co.za

Sagteware.NET
develops new product
Sagteware.NET recently announced its launch of a high-security
bitcoin service to assist organisations integrating into the bitcoin
network, developed with SQL server and Microsoft .NET. This
platform makes it easy for South African organisations to be able to
accept bitcoin-related transactions. Security is key to every part
of the Sagteware.NET Bitcoin platform, which integrates directly
into the bitcoin network. Working alongside latest Microsoft
Technologies, the company has added a platform to access our
bitcoin-based service. SA companies will have the opportunity to
be able to accept bitcoin transactions and integrate the Sagteware.
net solution into their legacy systems.
www.sagteware.net

CFO job more
challenging – data reveals
Saul Gorin, UCSTS

Saul Gorin sleeps on the streets
UCS Technology Services CEO, Saul Gorin, along with over 240 other
CEOs braved the freezing cold and slept outdoors to raise funds for
Girls and Boys Town, while also creating awareness for the homeless.
“The time spent awake was fascinating. We were all equals and
companions, suffering and enduring this foreign experience together.
Barriers and attitudes melted away in the cold and I was able to engage
and associate with the most powerful leaders in SA,” Gorin explained.
www.ucsts.com
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Over 46% of CFOs rely on “gut-feel” and instinct to make business
decisions in lieu of fast access to accurate internal data, a practice that
can delay decision making, introduce errors, and erode profitability.
These are just a few negative outcomes stemming from the data deficit
challenges CFOs face, according to new research based on a global
survey of over 1 500 financial decision makers announced by Epicor
Software Corporation. The research reveals that an inability to access
the right financial information is having a direct impact on business
performance and CFOs’ reputations. Of those polled, 45% say poor
data hampers timely decision-making, and inaccurate information is
the main cause of organisational mistakes.
www.epicor.com

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Wipro honoured
Wipro was recently named
2015 Best Outsourcing Thought
Leadership Awards (BOTL)
winner by The Outsourcing
Institute, the largest, neutral
professional association
dedicated solely to outsourcing.
The BOTL Awards’ Wall Street
Tech Innovation showcases the
most innovative work from
providers across the outsourcing
industry. “Financial institutions
are giving increased attention
towards improving the quality
Best Outsourcing Thought Leadership Awards
of data and turning it into a
(BOTL) winner 2015
strategic advantage, owing to competitive, regulatory and business
pressures,” said Roop Singh, senior vice-president and global head –
Securities & Capital Markets at Wipro.
www.wipro.com

Lorge and Qualibooks
team up
Lorge has partnered with Qualibooks to donate books and a mobile
library to Protempo Akademie, in Centurion. The school, which
currently has 120 learners from Grade R through to Grade 12, was
founded 16 years ago, specifically to assist children diagnosed with
ADHD and ADD. “While we are a technology company, our social
responsibility and enterprise development programme is intended
to meet the needs of the communities we serve. Reading and
books are the cornerstone for learning, and have been a welcome
donation since the inception of our programme in 2014,” said
Carlien Thomson, chief financial officer for Lorge.
www.lorge.co.za

OpenText hasTempo
Box Premium Edition
OpenText recently launched Tempo Box Premium Edition, a secure
and governed solution to share and synchronise personal and
enterprise content across different platforms and devices. Many
corporate users are turning to consumer-oriented solutions to
collaborate both within and outside the organisation, leading to
security, governance and integration concerns for the organisation.
Tempo Box Premium Edition for SAP Solutions provides a
centralised platform that facilitates mobile access to both personal
and enterprise content in a modular and scalable manner. With this
approach, both IT and business users can improve collaboration
with file sync-and-share capabilities that meet enterprise-grade
content security and compliance requirements.
www.opentext.com

Unit4 acquires
Three Rivers
Systems
Unit4 has acquired Three
Rivers Systems. The acquisition
supports Unit4’s strategy to
offer market-leading industryspecific solutions to peoplecentric businesses. Education
has always been a key pillar of
the company’s strategy. “Unit4
and Three Rivers Systems’
Amir Tajkarimi, Three Rivers Systems
shared focus on product
innovation plus people and student-centric applications perfectly cover
the front- and back-office of today’s education institutions,” says Amir
Tajkarimi, president and founder of Three Rivers Systems.
www.unit4.com

HARDWARE
Outstanding value for
everyday computing needs
Dell recently revealed a comprehensive new line-up of Inspiron
devices, offering a wide range of technology solutions to meet
families’ everyday computing needs. Adding to Dell’s awardwinning consumer product line up, the new portfolio includes
the Inspiron 5000 Series laptops and a new micro desktop. These
new devices are available with a wide range of processor options
and configurable features, enabling students, families and valueconscious shoppers to connect, learn and achieve more. “With
today’s new product launches, Dell’s Inspiron brand continues its
legacy of developing great devices that are easy to use,” said Denzil
Chetty, Distribution & Retail Manager for Dell South Africa.
www.dell.co.za
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Dell gets positive rating
Gartner has positioned Dell as a leader in its 2015 Magic Quadrant
for Modular Servers, a visionary in the 2015 Magic Quadrant for
Data Centre Networking, and gave the company a positive overall
rating in its Vendor Rating report. “We believe this recognition
from an esteemed firm like Gartner is confirmation that Dell
understands the data centres of the future,” said Francois Smith,
Enterprise and Field marketing manager of Dell South Africa. The
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Modular Servers was published as
Dell celebrates its 20-year anniversary providing customers its
PowerEdge servers. Dell continues to gain unit share and revenue
share with customer-inspired innovations such as the PowerEdge
FX propelling the company forward.
www.dell.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Embracing digital
disruption
The Internet of Things is driving
the need for organisations to
transform into digital businesses,
and this is disrupting business
operations like never before.
Being globally competitive means
being able to make rapid business
decisions and for companies, this
means digitisation of process,
automation of workflow, access
to global information affecting
one’s business, and being able
to respond with agility based on
factual information. Digitalisation
is not just about scanning and
saving a document, but having
the ability to scan, extract,
analyse and search information in
a document automatically as an
example.
www.bcx.co.za

Take your
business to the
next level
What is high performance? We
all talk about it, but have you
ever stopped to define what
it means in your business? “I
believe high performance teams
focus on doing the things they
need to do to get the business
results required,” says Mimecast
South Africa Managing Director
Brandon Bekker. In turn, this
means individuals can’t be
drawn in by the things they
want to do – which are more
often than not the easier options.
But high performance is also
more than simply doing the right
things. It requires an enthusiasm
for task execution, no matter
how challenging.
www.mimecast.com

Smart cities: execution holds the key
It is difficult to strictly define a smart city. Generally speaking, it is a city
that deploys technology to make its functioning as efficient as possible,
enhancing wellbeing through reduced costs and resource consumption,
and active engagement of the resident population, all in an ecologically
sensitive manner. But, there is no fixed template, no one-size-fits-all
plan along the lines of which a smart city is built, says Chandrashekar
Kakal, COO of L&T Infotech. The concept of a smart city is fluid, one
which adapts to fit itself to the different needs of the citizens of different
cities according to their different priorities.
www.lntinfotech.com

Revolutionising data centres
Systems integrator BT-SA is revolutionising the data centre
environment by offering a truly integrated end-to-end solution.
From a small cabling company 30 years ago, BT-SA has evolved as
a full-service provider that is now able to install and maintain all
aspects of a data centre, from cabling to air conditioning, building
management and security. Gartner estimates the average data centre
will experience at least 300% data growth during the next five years.
Exponential growth in demand will place additional burden on
storage space, network bandwidth and computation capacity – all
while service level demand is rising and regulatory compliance is
becoming more stringent.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Do you know
the health
of your
infrastructure?
An IT infrastructure is the
central nervous system
of a business. It allows
the company to function,
ensures operations are
smooth and seamless, and
ensures that productivity
that companies require
remains constant and
available for successful
Alfred Clark, Sintrex
trading. “We all know
how important it is to ensure that business-critical applications
are constantly up and running, but this is dependent on the
effectiveness of the underlying infrastructure,” says Sintrex’s
research and development director, Alfred Clark.
www.sintrex.com

HARDWARE
Dell delivers
high-performance computing
Dell continues to push the boundaries of high-performance
computing (HPC) and big data and has unveiled the PowerEdge
C6320, the latest addition in its 13th generation Dell PowerEdge
server portfolio. The PowerEdge C6320 delivers up to two times
performance improvement on the leading HPC performance
benchmark, and has the right mix of cost-efficient compute and
storage in a compact, 2U chassis for HPC and hyper-converged
solutions and appliances, allowing customers to meet demanding
workload needs. “As organisations continue to be inundated
with information, there’s an increasing correlation between data
analytics and high performance computing,” said Francois Smith,
Enterprise and Field marketing manager of Dell South Africa.
www.dell.co.za

Epson expands
LFP range
Epson has added 18 variables
to its large-format printer
(LFP) range, expanding its
SureColour T-Series range to
offer easier and more costeffective LFP solutions in
response to direct feedback
from CAD/GIS professionals.
Epson SureColor SC T7200
Models include the
SureColor SC-T3200, SC-T5200 and SC-T7200 series and variations
thereof. The new range SureColor SC-T Series includes three sizes
for media of 610mm, 914mm and 1 118mm wide. The printers accept
board of up to 1.5mm thick and can print on canvas media too.
www.epson.co.za
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ITWEB/INFOBLOX Internet of Things SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Growing need for
IoT strategy
A fresh approach to placing new devices onto existing
networks is a must.

The industry creating
IoT devices needs to
begin designing them
with security in mind.
Cricket Liu

CRICKET LIU, Infoblox.

A

re organisations prepared for the
anticipated increase of connected
devices to their networks and the
Internet of Things (IoT) opportunities?
An IoT survey was conducted to find out
if South African enterprise networks are
ready for a surge in IoT deployments, as
there continues to be a tremendous buzz
around the Internet of Things.
“I don’t think that organisations should
be making a list of IoT devices to deploy, but
should rather be determining what their
business requirements are in this regard,”
says Cricket Liu, chief DNS architect at
Infoblox, commenting on the results of the
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ITWeb/Infoblox 2015 Internet of Things
survey, which ran online recently.
The majority of survey respondents
(72%) cited office equipment and printers
as the top IoT deployments within their
organisation. Office security came in as the
second choice, at 43%.
Liu believes if a company’s business
needs can be met by deploying a certain
type of IoT device – like sensors or security
systems – then the business should
investigate their deployment.
According to Liu, IoT devices can
facilitate remote control and monitoring
that might not be practical any other way.
It’s not surprising that a third of
respondents don’t know how many IP
addresses their organisations currently
have on their networks. Thirty-four
percent indicated their organisations have
up to 100 addresses, and 9% stated over
10 001 IP addresses are on their networks.
Liu says there are definite consequences
of not knowing how many IP addresses
your organisation may have.
“The corollary to this lack of knowledge
is that presumably these organisations
are not monitoring or managing their IoT
devices either, which is disturbing,” he
adds.

Sixty percent of respondents stated
that operational efficiencies are their
organisations’ top drivers to increase the
use of IoT. Cost efficiencies also ranked
high, at 57%, and 40% expressed their
organisation’s desire to collect more data
across the business.

IoT security a concern
When asked what concerns respondents
may have around IoT, just over half
(58%) cited security worries. Budget
constraints came in as the second highest
concern, at 45%.
“The industry creating IoT devices
needs to begin designing them with
security in mind,” notes Liu. “The
Internet community and these
manufacturers should embark on an
effort to develop both protocols and best
practices that will ease the development
of secure IoT devices.”
According to the survey, 44% of
respondents think their networking
department will quite likely receive more
budget in response to IoT requirements
within the next year, while only a very
small percentage (4%) think it is not at
all likely.
A large portion of respondents (54%)
indicated their organisations do not have
sufficient policies in place to ensure their
IoT deployments are compliant with their
network architecture.
Liu believes it is important for an
organisation to have sufficient policies
in place around IoT: “Allowing IoT
deployments to proceed without
sufficient safeguards will lead to
security and stability problems, not to
mention a management nightmare,”
Liu concludes.

IoT IN ORGANISATIONS
WHAT IOT DEPLOYMENTS DOES YOUR NETWORK HAVE?
Office
equipment

72%

43%

Office Security

27%

Office facilities
No deployments
to-date
Production

15%

3%

HOW MANY IOT IP ADDRESSES ARE THERE ON YOUR
ORGANISATION’S NETWORK?

WHAT FACTORS DRIVE IOT USE?
60%

Operational efficiencies
34%

Up to 100

57%

Cost efficiencies
Desire to collect more data across our
business

33%

Don’t know

44%
40%

Opportunity to create new revenue streams
101 - 1000

11%

1001 - 10,000

11%

37%

To improve knowledge of business operations

26%

To improve our customer knowledge

10,001 +

We will be forced to adapt as new products
and solutions require network connection

24%

Compliance/regulatory changes that enable
enhanced solutions through IoT applications

9%

WHAT ARE THE CONCERNS AROUND IOT?

22%

WHICH DEPARTMENT(S) IN YOUR ORGANISATION FUNDS
IOT DEPLOYMENTS?
IT

58%

Security

80%
45%

Budget constraints

Sales

Ownership of IoT within
the business

40%

Lack of bandwidth to
manage

32%

The understanding of IoT’s
benefits are over-hyped

31%

6%

Customer Service/
Experience

19%
Marketing

Lack of planning/
preparation
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Operations/
Manufacturing

ITWEB/INFOBLOX Internet of Things SURVEY
IS YOUR ORGANISATION
ADEQUATELY PREPARED FOR
THE ANTICIPATED INCREASE
OF CONNECTED DEVICES AND
THE INTERNET OF THINGS
OPPORTUNITIES?
On this note, the 2015 IoT (Internet of Things)
survey was run online on ITWeb for a period of
two weeks, in May, to determine:
1

2
3

What IoT deployments do you currently have on
your organisation’s network?
What are your concerns around IoT?
Does your organisation often work in crossfunction teams to support new IoT deployments?

WHO RESPONDED?
• A total of 92 responses were received for the IoT
survey.
• More than half (52%) of respondents are CEOs,
MDs or presidents of their organisations.
• Twenty-five percent are from fairly large
companies, with between 501-5 000 employees,
while 21% are from multinationals with over
5 001 employees.

WHICH DEPARTMENT(S) IN YOUR ORGANISATION INSTALLS AND MANAGES IOT
DEPLOYMENTS?
IT

DOES YOUR IOT SELECTION
PROCESS REQUIRE VENDORS TO
DEMONSTRATE THAT THEIR DEVICES
ARE SECURE?
52%

80%

36%

Sales
12%

1%
4%
Customer Service/
Experience

6%

Marketing

19%

Operations/
Manufacturing

Yes

Dont know

No

DO YOU HAVE ANY POLICIES IN
PLACE TO AUTHENTICATE “THINGS”
SEEKING NETWORK ACCESS?
44%

DO YOU HAVE ANY METHODS IN PLACE TO RECOGNISE AND QUARANTINE
“THINGS” INFECTED BY MALWARE?
41%

Yes - but they could be improved

21%

21%
15%

Yes - and these methods
are effective

26%

21%

Don’t know

No - none
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12%

Yes - but
Yes - and Don’t know No - none
they
these
could be policies are
improved
effective

REPORTBACK: GARTNER: SYMPOSIUM

The challenge of digital business
CIOs need to make IT a hub of value
and innovation.
executives, the Gartner Symposium/ITxpo
2015 will highlight how this move will be a
defining moment for every CIO, leaving no
room to stand on the sidelines.
“Today, companies need to pursue agile
practices at digital speeds, while still focusing
on IT reliability to support the core business.
The Symposium this year is designed to help
delegates discover the precise speed, agility,
and leadership skills needed to harness this
massive wave of technology change,” says
Mann.
The conference agenda will be separated
into multiple tracks that will detail the
strategies, insights, and tools executives
need to lead the next generation of IT. From a
technology and transformation perspective,
it will examine how to renovate the IT core,
architect the digital business, and plan for the

BRIAN BURKE, Gartner research VP.

JEFFREY MANN, Gartner research VP.

T

he annual Gartner Symposium/
ITxpo, taking place at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre from 28-30
September, will examine the importance of
CIOs and senior IT executives changing their
approach towards technology by putting it at
the centre of digital business.
“Globally, a digital wave is sweeping
through business, irrespective of industry
or culture. To remain competitive in this
market, decision-makers can ill afford to sit
on the periphery and avoid the disruption
taking place around them. Gartner predicts
that 2015 will be a defining one in which CIOs
will use the concept of the digital business to
take risks and transform their priorities into
bold business outcomes,” says Jeffrey Mann,
Gartner research VP.
Fittingly, the theme of this year’s event
is built around the need for CIOs to rise to
the challenge of converting IT from a cost
centre to a hub of value and innovation
that promises to drive business strategy
and outcomes. Cited as the world’s most
important gathering of CIOs and senior IT
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To remain
competitive in
this market,
decision-makers
can ill afford to
sit on the periphery
and avoid the
disruption taking
place around
them.

digital future. On the leadership side, Gartner
will look at how an executive can become a
more effective leader in the digital enterprise.
Finally, the business outcomes stream will
discuss driving business growth through new
revenue streams and high-value outcomes.
Speakers will comprise experienced
forward-thinking luminaries and Gartner
analysts that will present case studies and

MBULA SCHOEN, analyst research, Gartner.

scrutinise the digital trends and what it
means for decision-makers. These include
the likes of Kenyan analyst Mbula Schoen,
who will discuss the Hype Cycle for ICT in
Africa; and Gartner research VP, Brian Burke,
who will unpack the top strategic technology
trends for 2016.
“As the digital business matures
and becomes more pervasive across all
industries, organisations are now making
digital the core of their enterprise strategy.
This means the focus towards a true digital
business starts with the customer or citizen,
and considers a whole new technology
ecosystem,” adds Mann.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: LINUX

Boxed in
Linux containers provide more opportunities
for IT growth.

W

hen it comes to ‘as a service’ solutions,
technologists have become almost
blasé around infrastructure, platforms and
software. With business starting to readily
adopt these solutions, now is the time to
look into the impact that a different way of
thinking can have in the organisation – using
containers in the enterprise.
In the true sense of the word, containers
refer to multiple isolated Linux systems
running in a virtualised environment. These
containers provide an isolated environment
for applications. A big component of this
is Docker, an open source project that
automates the deployment of applications
within these software containers.

other new technology concepts in the local
workspace (think cloud and data analysis)
there might be initial resistance to looking at
containers.

Fear not

Okay, so what
does this mean?
Linux containers and Docker have the
potential to radically change the way
applications are developed, shipped and
deployed in companies. These containers
make it easy to package solutions along
with their dependencies. This allows for a
containerised application to work in different
environments using a variety of platforms,
whether it is a physical or virtual server, a
public cloud, or a network device.

All about the app
Application modernisation is changing
the way IT is approached. Businesses are
starting to understand the benefits of
having their own enterprise applications
to cater for the requirements of employees.
As a result of employees being comfortable
with using applications from a consumer
perspective, they expect their employers
to follow suit and give them apps that meet
their business needs.
While this application-centric approach
has been steadily taking place, the concept
of development operations (DevOps)
is changing to focus on the concept of
containers and what it enables business
to achieve. Containerisation is creating a
new way of thinking about applications.
By focusing on a collaborative approach
between software developers and other
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MUGGIE VAN STADEN, MD of
Obsidian Systems.

Containerisation is
creating an entirely
new way of thinking
about applications.

IT professionals, containerisation through
DevOps creates a path for cross-departmental
work and less of a silo approach. This
integration means a focus on core business
deliverables and less on the mechanics.
A container-based architecture means
companies can move from monolithic stacks
into applications focused on micro-services.
But, while the concept might be good, it is not
as easy as just migrating existing applications
into this environment. A lot of work is
involved on an infrastructural level. With
IT departments taking strain implementing

However, if the underlying infrastructure
is built correctly, developers and engineers
can ensure the environment will support
containers. Solutions are already available
that provide all the components necessary to
package and run applications as containers.
Thanks to these solutions, the container route
isn’t intimidating for companies. Having
people actively developing in these DevOps
environments to deploy container-centric
applications can happen within minutes.
With any change in development approach,
concerns will inevitably encompass the
impact on security. The security properties
of containers must be updated, often on
demand. These updates should not impact
the reliability of the containers, and should be
easily deployed into corporate systems.
Linux-based container infrastructure could
herald the next wave of virtualisation inside
the organisation. By providing companies
with more lightweight options than the
traditional virtual machines, containers give
the flexibility required to be more dynamic
in a competitive market. With containers
an alternative to operating system-level
virtualisation, isolation between applications
are easier to achieve than before.
Containers create the potential to
simplify IT operations. Using containers
means fewer operating systems to manage
and applications have greater mobility.
This results in the efficient use of existing
resources. Idle containers don’t take up
computing, memory, or other resources.
Containerised applications can also boot and
restart in seconds, compared to the minutes
of virtual machines. In part, this is thanks to
the smaller payloads of these applications,
which also contribute to more efficient and
cost-effective operations.
The business benefits of this container
approach could just be too inviting to ignore
by IT departments in SA.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: APPS

Embracing the app economy
Practical guidelines to ensure security and privacy
should be remembered.

C

oncepts like mobility, Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD), Internet of Things
(IoT) and multichannel have become the
disruptive trends. If anything, there has
been an acceleration of these trends due
to the quick adoption of the concepts
specifically by end-users.
Some companies have reacted positively
by being early adopters.However, many
are still grappling with striking a balance
between providing dynamic, flexible
and constant access, but restricting it to
appropriate users and devices.
The reality is the app economy is already
here, and technology professionals need to
define pragmatic approaches that permit
them to embrace it, but also to maintain
convenience, security and privacy.

Primary forces
Firstly, there has been an increased demand
for quicker release cycles for new apps and
solutions, and a rapid change in velocity
in the demand for purpose-built software
compared to packaged software. With this,
there has been an increase in considering inhouse controls aimed at protecting identities
plus data and legacy application context.
These elements were traditionally protected
within the corporate firewall, but have now
been shifted outside the firewall as part of
an unwired enterprise that interacts with
partner and customer ecosystems.
Secondly, there has been a proliferation
of datasets being exposed outside the
firewall, referred to as ambient data,
which need to be created, transformed,
aggregated, shared, published and reported
on as part of big data initiatives. Locking
down information as part of the security of
“no” now needs to shift to the security of
“know”. This is where data is more valuable
as a true information asset, as it collaborates
with other data, transitions from onpremises into the cloud via mobile devices,
and autonomous sensors interrogate and
update data in real-time. This translates
into an opportunity that needs careful
planning and strategy to unleash the value
of this data.
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the same levels of user experience (if not
higher), customer satisfaction and response
times are demanded. If this is not achieved,
customers simply abandon the transaction
and move on to another service provider.
Treating security as the traditional moat
around the castle will have to be redefined,
as companies have to intentionally build
several bridges that directly cross the
moat into the company. This is a scary but
realistic notion, as an increased number
of edge devices access and interact with
systems like ERP, HR, and collaboration
systems, which include the network itself.

Degrees of trust

EREN RAMDHANI, principal consultant

with CA Southern Africa.

Treating security
as the traditional
moat around the
castle will have
to be redefined.

There is also additional complexity with
rogue states being a threat to nations;
industrial espionage and disgruntled
employees pose a risk to organisations. This
warrants serious consideration of more
modern techniques such as predictive
analytics and multifactor authentication.
This plays an important role, as most
businesses are now moving from the
traditional bricks-and-mortar approach
to the invisibility of e-commerce, where

There will be a move from bolting on
security at the end of the development
process to having it built in during the
app development process. This implies
moving away from solely concentrating on
infrastructure security, which definitely
has a part to play in a defence in-depth
strategy, but need another layer that brings
the shift closer to the application itself.
Information security, specifically
application security, is evolving from a mere
tick-box exercise to one where security is
“baked in” and is a business differentiator
by leveraging trends that currently are not
harnessed in log files, SIEM solutions, etc.
One-size-fits-all policies can often
“over-comply” and stifle business agility.
Security will need to be involved in product
development earlier in the product life
cycle, where offensive knowledge can
be shared in terms of what identities are
attempting to engage with the organisation,
the channels frequently used, from where,
and by whom.
Security must help to define the most
suitable vessel to transport the wealth of
data back and forth within an organisation
and beyond the boundaries over the
different form factors that customers and
internal users are embracing. Ultimately,
creating degrees of trust becomes the most
important discussion based on identities,
context, behaviour and past interactions
with organisational assets and data.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SERVICE

Bedevilled by the detail
Is our fascination with measurement the very
reason we fail to provide great personal service?
somehow to find the elixir that satisfies
the expectations and hopes of consumers,
thereby being crowned the services king.

Supernatural service

ALLAN WATTRUS, programme director for
Outsource Optimisation at Bytes Technology
Group.

So, where is the magic? Is it possible
to transform the ordeal of what the
Department of Home Affairs imposes
on the very people who pay its salaries,
or what the licensing department calls
customer service, into an experience that
citizens could rave about? Why not?
Everyone provides a service in some
way. Being on both sides of the fence
should give people the knowledge of how
to excel in service provision. In the quest
for lower cost and higher productivity,
everyone has all the latest tools,
automation and technology to support
customer service at their disposal today.
Has the pursuit of this same quest actually
robbed people of the ability to be human?

T

he most important driver in a
services-based company is not cost,
profit or even revenue. These metrics, the
yardstick of success in a bygone era, are
today a dim reflection of a greater force,
one that challenges the proponents of
measurement. Just what is the measure
that most effectively propels service-based
companies to greatness? What makes
Uber and Amazon more than just service
providers of choice?
The industrial age sought to reduce
quality to a set of data points and
statistical measures that went beyond
telling yesterday’s story, and tried to
predict tomorrow’s output. Dr Deming,
the guru of quality management in postwar Japan, is often quoted as saying: “In
God we trust, all others bring data.”
People ventured into the information
age with the mantra of quantitative
analytics and precipitated the avalanche
now referred to as big data. From this
potpourri of information, the hope is
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The secret of
great service
is the degree of
engagement
the recipient
perceives.

Analysts say the measure to watch is
“customer satisfaction”. Yet it is known
from experience that satisfied customers
are not necessarily loyal. Even delighted
customers aren’t. Conversely, dissatisfied
customers often don’t switch suppliers.

Perhaps the concept of loyalty is dead in
the modern day and its replacement is
mercenary: commitment in exchange for
perceived value (and value is itself a fickle
measure at best). Why does Facebook
absorb people’s time and attention and
maintain such a large and loyal following?
Can service be remodelled by learning
from this social media phenomenon?
I suggest the secret of great service is
the degree of engagement the recipient
perceives. People feel slighted when they
are ignored. No one enjoys being treated as
a number in a queue. “I am unique in case
you didn’t notice… Your marketing tells
me that as your customer, I am the most
important person in your business, but
you don’t treat me that way.”
When a service engagement is
unpacked, the recipient of a service is a
person. If my attempt to obtain service is
via a telephone call, there’s potential for
a whole new level of customer abuse. Call
centres are a tough place to demonstrate
great service. Call centres place me in a
call queue, proudly tell me how many
hundreds of others are ahead of me,
confuse me with a bunch of IVR selections
and then proceed to advertise all sorts of
unwanted stuff, while I pay for the cost of
the call. The first positive comes when I’m
greeted by name (yes, that’s not a typo,
CLI makes that an expectation). While
it’s nice to know who I’m talking to, the
agents rarely make their name intelligible.
It is only useful to me if I can call the agent
back directly anyway, in which case an
automated SMS with the incident number,
name and a contact number would save
me from having to make a note I’m likely
to lose.
Perhaps the magic lies in realising no
amount of technology replaces a caring
human being in the service game, but
technology and the mass production
service machine can be leveraged to
produce acceptable customised service in
unitary quantity. Why not?

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: MOBILITY

Thinking mobile first
It is critical for enterprise players to start batting on
the mobility field.

Y

es, mobility is not a new point on
the CIO agenda, but promoting its
benefits to the board is still challenging.
The CEO and senior management want to
see improved business intelligence, justin-time data, and how mobile data can
be better shared and analysed to improve
the customer experience at the lowest
cost. But, how does IT unpack what it
can do with mobility to firstly meet the
CEO’s expectations, and secondly leverage
mobility as a new business channel?
Mobility is an area that is constantly
evolving and innovating, as a direct response
to the desire of consumers to be mobile –
business must move fast in order to stay
competitive and to meet employee demands
and expectations.
The biggest inhibitor, however, is legacy
systems – systems that are unwavering
and uncompromising. This calls for a new
approach.

Innovations on the go
Mobile vendors such as Apple have already
developed new features such as “handoff”,
which allows individuals to continue working
seamlessly from a MacBook to an iPad, and
Apple “Document Provider” extensions
to better share content between iOS apps.
Google has done the same with devices
on Android Lollipop; offering improved
user experience and integrated real-time
information through Google cloud services.
Microsoft has also made a strong play for
mobile in the workplace, with Office for iPad,
and then a more “start-menu-friendly”
Windows 10 with one OS experience across
all devices, and exploring new areas in
cloud services with APIs for Office 365 and
OneDrive. Samsung is making its own play
with Samsung KNOX, which was launched
to address security and mobile device
management pain points and Reach 3.0 for
content management.
These players are starting to see the true
benefits of tightly integrated software where
security and management come first. This,
together with new developments being
primarily conducted on HTML5 and HTML6,

which then tie into the compute and storage
capability of the mobile cloud, coupled with
a single user interface for multiple device
operating systems – means users can enjoy
the real-time computing power benefits of
the cloud in a phone.

Getting mobility right
With the mobile players getting it right, it is
now critical for the enterprise players to start
batting on the same field. All applications
developed from here on out must have
a mobile hook, and must support crossplatform applications, allowing business focus
on what is important – connecting users to
applications.
This is all fuelling the move to a mobile
first strategy. IDC predicts IT organisations
will dedicate at least 25% of their software
budget to mobile application development,
deployment, and management by 2017,
and the number of enterprise applications
optimised for mobility will quadruple by 2016.
That’s huge and speaks volumes to IT. But
locally, IT departments are still fairly reluctant
in their mobile strategies. Why? Well, firstly,

All applications
developed from here
on out must have a
mobile hook.
there is simply a lack of understanding about
mobility and there is a fair amount of fear
around critical data loss.
Mobile first doesn’t mean buying iPads
and iPhones and giving staff access to
Salesforce.com on the move – it also isn’t just
about deploying a BYOD policy. It’s about
getting under the skin of how employees
want and need to work; knowing what

NICK BLACK, business manager, end-user
computing, sub-Saharan Africa, VMware.

data employees need to access; seeing how
the customer experience can be improved;
and understanding how mobile is crucial to
addressing these needs and challenges. The
next step is to start developing solutions that
will get business-critical data and applications
onto mobile devices rather than desktops.

Bringing it together
So, what is the first step? When planning
mobility projects, the immediate need is
to identify the desired user experience
and earmark adequate budget. Look for
the ‘mobile moment’ – how can the IT
department then harness what the user wants
and leverage this in the enterprise. Always
remember that if the end-user demand
cannot be demonstrated, and pain point areas
cannot be revealed, then the opportunity for
justifying mobility is far lower.
Companies like Salesforce.com are
championing a true mobile first approach
by building applications for mobile devices
before desktops. If other large vendors
follow its example and start developing
business applications for personal devices
first, there’ll be a large chain reaction, as
more and more people drive applications
into the mobile cloud.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Empowering the strikers
User training is often neglected in BI projects.

spreadsheets. BI teams leave each meeting
feeling defeated; not really knowing what
to say to management – surely the problem
must be the technology? Right?
Nope. The technology is just fine, but
a crucial step has been missed – user
empowerment. The whole team is off the
bench, but, whoops, the strikers (users)
haven’t been trained. Due to time and
budget constraints, user training is often
neglected in BI projects. This is a lose-lose
situation for everybody. Formal BI user
training must be scheduled and budgeted
for within the project management space.

BI boot camp
KESHAV JUDDOO, BI project manager
at PBT Group.

A

great deal of hard work, money, sweat
(and sometimes even tears) goes into
the timeous delivery of a BI solution. BI
teams work diligently to get these reports
signed off and finally ready for business
use. And while developers breathe a sigh
of relief, everyone is aware that until this
point, it’s all about getting the strikers off
the bench – the real game is yet to begin.
So, you’ve reached the point in the
project where you can roll out those fancy
new reports and dashboards. Good stuff!
Business users have been patiently (and
I use that term loosely) waiting for these
reports, eager to use a new tool that will
help them bring smiles to their bosses. But
the support calls start streaming in. Sigh.
The business starts using the reports and
the complaints begin... “The reports aren’t
meeting my requirements.” “I don’t like the
new reports!” “I don’t know how to use the
reports,” and my favourite, “Bring back my
old tool.”
This feedback works its way into
meetings, and – trust me – it becomes
a real talent to resist a slow face-palm.
In a matter of weeks, the once excited
users feel let down, and are back to their
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Once user training has been approved,
here are a few best practices I’ve learned
along the way:
l Be people focused – BI user training
should not be about talking up the
technology; instead, invest the time in
trying to understand and address user
needs. Great as the technology is (and it’s
amazing), users are not as passionate as
developers are about their BI products.
l Customise classes – generic training
material and step-by-step documented
manuals should be avoided; people
just don’t have the time to read them.
Customised classes or workshop-style
training works best. Ideally, the training
should be customised for different
teams by inviting grouped users to a
training session. Step into ‘their’ work
environment and show the users how to
generate ‘their’ reports with ‘their’ data.
Do a few examples with them – show them
how to navigate past the technology, and
boom, happy users!
l Show them the insight – BI
dashboards, cubes and reports are cool,
but they don’t translate anything unless
the business firstly understands what it’s
measuring, and secondly, derives some
value from it. To speak plainly – business
users are often less analytical so they
can take a little longer to understand the
information they’re viewing.

l Build relationships – Did the BI guy
just mention people-to-people contact?
Yes, he did. I often read my questionnaires
after these sessions and it amazes me to see
the positive feedback. Are these the same
people who were kicking and screaming two
hours before? Yes, but now they are simply
empowered! Establish a relationship with
these users as their ‘guide’ – it’s important
to let them know you are there for them,
and really be there.
l Monitor tool usage – Constant
monitoring of report usage is the next step.
Hopefully, by now, users will start to feel
more comfortable with the tool, and usage
is picking up. If not, go back and ask why –
things change, people move, reports become
irrelevant, and the nature of agile BI is that it
has to keep up with this.

BI user
empowerment
is a crucial step
in the successful
delivery of any
BI project.
BI user empowerment is a crucial step
in the successful delivery of any BI project.
There is nothing more dissatisfying than
putting so much effort into something, and
then hearing users say they don’t want to
use it or they don’t see the benefits.
In this fast-moving and competitive
line of work, there is usually a very small
window of opportunity to empower and
eventually win over the user. BI teams
should empower and lead their strikers –
they are the match-winners.

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
NetApp expands
All Flash FAS
NetApp has expanded its all-flash
storage array line with new
models tailored for enterprise
buyers. The All Flash FAS (AFF)
8000 series packs world-class
performance and the industry’s
best data management in a single
solution. It ships with NetApp
Data ONTAP FlashEssentials
innovations, which increase
flash performance and efficiency.
All-flash storage changes the
way companies do business by
dramatically speeding application
performance and improving
server efficiency. The all-flash
choices available from other
vendors today, however, lack
core enterprise capabilities
such as application integration,
built-in data protection, and
integration with the cloud.
Customers also achieve better
ROI for the long term as a result
of NetApp’s unique ability to
seamlessly move data from flash
to disk to cloud as it ages.
www.netapp.com

COMPUTING
ITR announces
data migration
programme

OKI provides cost cutting measures

ManageEngine has
announced a new migration
tool in the latest version of
OpManager, the company’s
data centre management
software for large enterprises.
The migration tool enables
network admins using
SolarWinds and PRTG to try
OpManager without starting
from scratch. The tool
migrates devices, monitors,
syslog/trap rules, users and
other data into OpManager
in a short time, thus enabling
admins a clear position of
choosing the best. “Most
network admins resist
switching to another platform
– even when it offers superior
quality or better pricing –
primarily because of the huge
effort involved in redoing
years of configuration,” said
Sybrand Strauss, technical
manager of ITR Technology.
www.itrtech.co.za

OKI Smart Managed Document Solutions have created a major opportunity
for SMEs to cut costs through enhanced print and document management.
“OKI can help today’s SMEs meet the tough challenge of exploding information
growth,” believes Neil Rom, managing director, Printacom Technologies. “Until
now, the managed print services (MPS) concept has been mainly targeted to
larger organisations and narrowly defined to include only IT infrastructure and
management, which typically accounts for only one quarter of the savings which
could be made.” However, this has changed with OKI’s broader Smart Managed
Document Solutions strategy, designed to meet the unique needs of small to
medium businesses and workgroups.
www.okisa.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Ricoh shows
sturdy returns
It took Interwaste’s board only one
demonstration to give the green light for
a project that would ultimately cut its
costs and 180 000 sheets of paper annually
from its waste bin manifest process.
So clear were the operational business
benefits, which also included enormous
Jacques van Wyk, Ricoh SA
efficiency gains, and ultimately, customer
satisfaction, that Interwaste’s tech-savvy C-level executives grasped them
immediately. They could also rest assured that Ricoh had successfully rolled
out a similar project for another client in an unrelated industry.
www.ricoh.co.za

28-30 September I Cape Town, South Africa
www.gartner.co.za/symp15
THE WORLD’S MOST IMPORTANT GATHERING
OF CIOs AND SENIOR IT EXECUTIVES

Rise to the Challenge

Gartner
Symposium/ITxpo
brings together
more than 1,200
senior IT leaders,
including 200 CIOs.
For agenda details and on-line registration please visit www.gartner.co.za/symp15 or Call: +27 (0)21 794 4569
For sponsorship opportunities, please contact Laura Meintjes: +27 11 803 4706 or email: laura.meintjes@gartner.co.za
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REPORTBACK: DRIVING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ON AND OFF THE TRACK
By SIBUSISWE MHLANGA

Digital disrupts, transforms
In today’s landscape, companies are challenged to
speed up business cycles and increase productivity.

LEE NAIK, MD of technology and digital
strategy for Accenture in SA.

I

t is not rocket science to understand
that digital transformation will make
the difference between being at the
front of the grid and being at the back
for organisations, given that traditional
business models are being radically
disrupted in this digital-centred world.
Banks are now behaving more like telcos,
and telcos are behaving like retailers.

These were some of the takeaways from
the C-level executive forum, hosted by
Avanade in partnership with ITWeb, in
Johannesburg recently.
Senior local CIOs and business leaders
gathered at the event to discover how to
embrace this new world of digitalisation,
and to develop strategies for their
companies to reshape the value they
deliver to business and stakeholders.
Lee Naik, MD of technology and digital
strategy for Accenture in SA, noted:
“Last year, FNB sold more iPads than
all the telcos in South Africa. The bank
also recently unveiled a virtual mobile
network.”
Naik referred to Standard Bank, which
is testing an Apple Watch app with pilot
users and will release it to the public by
the end of September. This, following the
recent launch of the bank’s biometricenabled banking app, which gives users
access to smartphone banking using
Apple’s Touch ID technology.
He emphasised that the idea of
traditional business models will soon
become a thing of the past, giving
examples of businesses that have
fully embraced digital technologies,
like Amazon, Netflix and Facebook.
“Organisations are now tapping into what
Accenture refers to as the ‘we economy’
that is reshaping markets and changing the
way we work and live,” he said.

The “Driving digital transformation on and off the track” exclusive C-level
executive dinner was brought to SA by Avanade, in partnership with ITWeb.
This exclusive dinner brought together senior level executives, including CIOs
and business leaders, to learn and share experiences with each other on how to
better integrate digital strategies into existing business structures and processes.
The next Avanade dinner, on 2 September at EAT in Northcliff, will explore the
latest thinking on who should be driving digital transformation – your CIO, CMO
or CDO? Contact Lerato@itweb.co.za
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GRAEME HACKLAND, CIO of Williams
Martini Racing Team, Formula 1.

Graeme Hackland, CIO of Williams
Martini Racing Team, Formula 1, described
how digital technologies are increasingly
deployed in the racing cars of the popular
sport: “When I came to Formula 1 in
1997, a racing car would only produce
data big enough for a floppy disk, but
now these cars can generate about 120G
of data in a single race.” He noted a lot of
hi-tech companies are partnering with
Formula 1 teams as they realise how digital
technologies are transformative.
Pointing to the impact of the Internet of
Things, Hackland said the racing car now
has about 200 sensors connected to it,
which are all important in gathering data to
improve the performance of the racing car.
“In today’s digital, always connected,
instant-access landscape, companies are
challenged to speed up business cycles and
increase productivity to drive competitive
advantage,” he added.

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
One Channel shows off
power pack

Podspeakers

Debbie Abrahall, First Distribution

EET takes
Scandyna
onboard

First Distribution
signs Tintri

The acquisition of Scandyna
was part of EET Europarts’
ambitious growth strategy
for the Home Entertainment
and Lifestyle Electronics
business area. “We are very
excited that we succeeded
in acquiring this unique
design brand,” says CEO John
Thomas, EET Group. “We
want to focus on design and
high quality for our Home
Entertainment and Lifestyle
products, and the unique
Podspeakers from Scandyna,
with their sublime sound
quality and stylish designs,
are a perfect match for our
wide assortment of highend and premium brands,
including also B&O PLAY,
Loewe, Vifa and Clint.”
za.eetgroup.com

First Distribution has announced
a signed distribution agreement
with Tintri. Tintri VM-aware
storage eliminates planning and
complex troubleshooting by
providing VM-level visibility,
control, insight and agility, and
powers hundreds of thousands
of virtual machines running
business-critical databases,
enterprise apps, desktops and
mobile apps, and private cloud
deployments. “Virtualisation,
cloud and flash-based storage
technologies have shown
double-digit growth over the
last few years and show no
signs of letting up anytime
soon. All are increasingly
relevant technologies in today’s
fast-paced IT environment,”
managing director of First
Distribution, Debbie Abrahall.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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One Channel recently integrated Acumatica Cloud ERP with
Microsoft’s Power BI bringing Acumatica and One Channel’s
real-time business analytics to the next level and ahead of
the pack. This collaboration with Microsoft demonstrates
Acumatica’s commitment to investing and extending its
products in the most powerful ways possible. One Channel CEO
Bernard Ford says the content pack allows users to seamlessly
export and integrate information from Acumatica CRM and
ERP into Power BI, to leverage Microsoft’s capabilities when it
comes to visualising and filtering information. “Thanks to the
integration, both Acumatica and Power BI users will be able to
take advantage of the cross-platform features in Power BI.”
www.expertecherp.com

INTERNET
Dell launches IoT lab
Dell revealed its first dedicated Internet of Things (IoT) lab in
Europe recently. Found in Limerick, Ireland, the lab will be
one of the bases for the new IoT division focused on bringing
together end-to-end IoT solutions that span hardware, software
and services. Dell has also announced its IoT division’s first
product release, a gateway designed to help customers kick-start
their solution development and begin realising the value of IoT
immediately. The gateway is robust enough for the rigours of
current projects and can also be leveraged as a proof-of-concept
for use with future specialised Dell gateways.
www.dell.co.za

Mobile
legislation app
launched
Sabinet has launched its
new mobile app, which is
now available for download
by Sabinet’s SA Legislation
(NetLaw) clients, from the
Apple App Store. “We wanted
to develop an app that
addressed the key needs of our
clients, which we identified as
not having access to up-todate legal information offline,”
states Rosalind Hattingh, MD
of Sabinet.
www.sabinet.co.za

Rosalind Hattingh, Sabinet
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BROADBAND
By: MARTIN CZERNOWALOW

A U G U ST
ITWeb Business
Continuity conference
& awards banquet
in association with
BCI SADC

Cwele: More cash
needed for SA Connect
Minister calls on the NCOP to work with the DTPS.

Date: 18 August 2015
Venue: The Maslow Hotel,
Sandton

SEPTEMBER
Gartner – Symposium/
ITxpo
Date: 28 – 30 September
Venue: Cape Town
Convention Centre

O C TO B E R

SIYABONGA CWELE, minister of Telecommunications
and Postal Services.

ITWeb Social Business
Summit
Date: 15 October
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

N OVE M B E R
AfricaCom

Date: 17-19 November
Venue: Cape Town
Convention Centre

O C TO B E R
Brainstorm CIO
Banquet 2015

Date: 1 October 2015
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

My World of Tomorrow
Date: 22 - 24 October 2015
Venue: Sandton
Convention Centre

T

he R720 million allocated to the Department
of Telecommunications and Postal Service
(DTPS) for the SA Connect initiative will not
be enough to deliver on broadband services,
minister Siyabonga Cwele said in June.
Speaking during the National Council of
Provinces (NCOP) policy debate, Cwele said the
figure was allocated to connect all schools, health
facilities, government offices, Thusong Centres
and post offices to broadband service in eight
municipal districts.
“There is a need for the eradication of all
duplications and the use of all available resources
to deliver on our collective goals through the
shifting of resources to enable e-government and
ensure the training of staff.
“As an example, the money that was used
for textbooks needs to be reallocated, as we
will now have e-books, tablets and Internet
connectivity. We hope the NCOP will work with
us and monitor the provinces in terms of this
reprioritisation of resources,” said Cwele.
“The roll-out of South Africa Connect, the
country’s broadband plan, is aimed at rolling out
ICT infrastructure, services and skills to ensure
we can use technology to improve the quality
of services delivery. The largest broadband
infrastructure gaps are in rural areas.”

Persistent challenges
According to Cwele, government has identified
access to broadband infrastructure and services
as one of the key tools towards achieving
the “radical socio-economic transformation
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necessary to deal with the persistent triple
challenges of poverty, inequality and
unemployment”.
Cwele noted in this first year of
implementation of SA Connect, R200 million
has been allocated for the DTPS to work with
Telkom in the eight districts, to connect 1 295
government facilities, including 315 government
offices, 197 health facilities, 38 police stations, 64
post offices, 681 schools and one Thusong Centre.
He pointed out president Jacob Zuma
announced the designation of Telkom as the
lead agency for the broadband rollout, adding
the Constitution requires the acquisition of the
company’s services to be done in a transparent
manner. “We have been outspoken in this
transparency and the reasons why Telkom, with
[its] current extensive broadband infrastructure,
must be the lead agency.
“We are in the process to establish the
governance structure on the rules of engagement
between the department and Telkom, and how
the delivery of these services is monitored, so
that we can demonstrate value for money. This
is a project of national importance which we
cannot afford to delay,” said Cwele.

Defending Telkom
Last month, Cwele defended the government’s
controversial decision to designate Telkom as
the lead agency for the SA Connect initiative,
stressing the operator has been “designated”, but
not “appointed”.
He did not, however, clarify whether a process
would eventually be announced to formally
appoint a lead partner for the project, but noted
government is satisfied with choosing Telkom on
the basis of its extensive fibre network.
Speaking in Parliament in June, Cwele
pointed out Telkom’s role as a lead entity will
be to co-ordinate the broadband efforts of the
Universal Service and Access Agency of SA, the
State IT Agency, Broadband Infraco, Sentech
and the private sector to eliminate unnecessary
duplication of infrastructure.
Broadband Infraco, he noted, will spend
R319 million in the coming two years to expand
its broadband infrastructure by 1 000km and
establish 41 new points of presence. He added
the entity has been advised to scale down on
some projects to continue as a going concern
given its challenges.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By: MICHELLE AVENANT

DST unveils green IT
for education
Hydrogen fuel cell to provide standby power
to schools.

T

he Department of Science and Technology
(DST) in June unveiled hydrogen fuel
cells, successfully providing standby power
to three schools in Cofimvaba, Eastern Cape,
as part of its Technology for Rural Education
Development (TECH4RED) project.
The fuel cells, which have been operating
at St Marks Junior Secondary School, Arthur
Mfebe Senior Secondary School, and Mvuzo
Junior Secondary School since September
2014, were commissioned by Clean Energy
Investments, a South African company
co-owned by the DST and Anglo-American
Platinum (AAP).
AAP sponsored the three platinum-based
fuel cell systems, including installation and
ongoing maintenance and operations, while
Air Products supplies the hydrogen fuel.
Each of the three schools is equipped with a
5KW fuel cell system, which provides standby
power for charging learning devices, namely
tablets, during power outages, explained
Phillip Venn, engineering manager for
packaged gases at Air Products SA.
The fuel cells are linked to a remote
monitoring system, which informs Air
Products when they need to be refilled, said
Venn. Each fuel cell is refilled every three to
four weeks.
“As technology is incorporated into the
education environment, power stability at
schools is essential,” said Gavin Coetzer,
CEO at Clean Energy Investments. “Fuel cell
standby power solutions are efficient, reliable,
safe and quiet, ensuring a non-intrusive
standby and potentially primary power
solution.”

Sanitation solutions
Along with clean energy solutions,
TECH4RED encompasses a variety of other
technological developments for improving
education, such as sanitation and agricultural
technology.
St Marks showed off a toilet developed
by the Water Research Commission (WRC),
which does not need to be connected to a
mainstream sewerage system, but eliminates
many of the problems accompanying the pit
latrines used in many under-resourced areas.
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The toilet, which can be fitted onto
sewers, leach pits or pit latrines, has a water
seal pump which blocks off the bad smell
pervading pit latrines, explained Stuart
Woolley, research manager at the WRC. The
resulting lack of smell means these toilets
can be installed closer to homes and school
buildings, eliminating the safety concerns
accompanying many pit latrines situated far
from homes or buildings.
Whereas most toilets use between four and
12 litres per flush, this toilet can be flushed
with one to two litres of water by means of a
tap connection, manually filling the cistern,
or pouring water straight down the bowl, said
Woolley. The toilet can also be flushed with
grey water, he added.
The toilet has been successfully operating
at Arthur Mfebe for one year and at Mvuso
Junior Secondary for two months, Woolley
said.

Top
Jobs
Technical Specialist Mainframe System Storage

STANDARD BANK
Minimum of 5 -10 years’ experience in
mainframe storage.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 255900

Data Source
Development Director

DATAORBIS
10 years’ experience within a data
centric environment with systems and
enterprise architecture experience.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 255751

Mobile Application
Developer

SARATOGA
1+ years development experience
working in native mobile app
development environment.
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 254369

Lessons in growth
Arthur Mfebe at the same time showed off
its 500m² vegetable garden, which is run in
partnership with the local community.
The garden is used to teach learners
commercial farming techniques, including
the use of agricultural technologies such as
irrigation systems and business management
skills, explained community leader David
Mfebe.

Business Analyst

Broader impact
“I think what’s been really exciting is that
something that began looking at introducing
technology for learning has now become
an integrated response to a wide area of
developmental challenges,” said minister
of science and technology Naledi Pandor.
“What I hope is that we will, out of this pilot,
see a much broader impact in many other
communities.”
An initial concern with the fuel cells
is the need for external monitoring and
maintenance, Pandor said, adding the DST
plans to organise training for local technicians
to do the maintenance and repair operations
required, fostering job creation and a more
independent community.
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Lead Architect

COMMUNICATE PERSONNEL
Experience in managing a
development team and 5 Years
development experience.
Western Cape
R720,000 per annum
Ref No: 256045
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CLICKATELL
You will be responsible for
requirements gathering, analysis and
solution definitions of business and
technical solutions.
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 256516

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
C•CURE integrates with
facial recognition reader

2015

CONFERENCE
& AWARDS BANQUET
WHERE BUSINESS CONTINUITY
MANAGEMENT MEETS STRATEGY
brought to you by ITWeb in association with BCI SADC

18 August 2015

(CONFERENCE AND BANQUET)

19 August 2015 (WORKSHOP)

The Maslow, Sandton

Don’t miss the African
business continuity
event of the year.

BOOK YOUR
SEAT TODAY!
KEYNOTE:

James McAlister,

BCI vice-chairperson and director
of Crisis Prepared Limited
Unpack real BCM challenges
such as natural disasters, the
unethical use of big data and
cyber crime. How does business
keep calm and carry on?

Contact Lerato Mathize
on 011 807-3294 or
lerato@itweb.co.za
to book.
Group booking
discounts are available!
http://www.itweb.co.za/events/Continuity/
Follow us on Twitter and join the
discussion at #ITWebContinuity

EVENT
SPONSOR
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Software House has integrated the Stone Lock
Pro Biometric Facial Recognition reader from
CoprometroUSA with the C•CURE 9000 security and
event management solution (v 2.20 and higher). The
combined solution is the ideal application for critical
security situations, including campuses, correctional
facilities, military bases, and financial and major
corporate institutions where a PIN or password alone
isn’t enough. Through the deep integration with
C•CURE 9000, users have only one personnel database
to manage, saving time and reducing problems with
duplicate entries, errors, and inefficiency. “In the most
critical security situations, common bad practices such
as weak PINs, code sharing, and propping doors make
multi-modal verification at the door a requirement,”
said Rafael Schrijvers, product marketing manager for
Access Control, EMEA, Tyco Security Products.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com

Size doesn’t matter
RSA recently released its inaugural Cybersecurity
Poverty Index that compiled survey results from
more than 400 security professionals across 61
countries. The survey allowed participants to selfassess the maturity of their cybersecurity programs
leveraging the NIST Cybersecurity Framework as
the measuring stick. The research provided valuable
global insight into how organisations rate their overall
cybersecurity maturity and practices across a variety
of organisational sizes, industries and geographies.
While larger organisations are typically thought of
as having the resources to mount a more substantive
cyber defence, the results of the survey indicate size
is not a determinant of strong cybersecurity maturity
and nearly 75% of all respondents self-reported
insufficient levels of security maturity.
www.emc.com

Response time
upped with camera links
Exacq Technologies recently introduces Camera
Links, overlay controls for immediate response
to events. The new exacqVision version 7.0 video
management system (VMS) software also includes
enhanced EasyConnect IP camera connection,
updates to event monitoring in Exacq mobile and
backup of server configuration in Enterprise System
Manager (ESM), a health monitoring program for
use with exacqVision Enterprise network video
recorders (NVRs). exacqVision 7.0 introduces Camera
Links, which allow exacqVision users to configure
overlay controls that will display when hovering over
a camera in live view. This feature gives users the
ability to adjust the overlay text colour, font, style,
transparency and location on screen to fit any of their
camera views.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com
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Blue Secure gets
Trend Micro
award
Blue Secure won a 2014
Partner Excellence Award for
Outstanding Support from
Trend Micro in recognition of
its complete user protection
as Trend Micro’s top partner.
Blue Secure, has been working
with Trend Micro since
2007. Based on Blue Secure’s
success, they have received
this special award for excelling
in advancing Trend Micro
User Protection sales in the
region, despite an expanding
and increasingly competitive
marketplace. The company was
also acknowledged for showing
its commitment through the
development of its solution
expertise. “The team and I are
honoured to be recognised for
this Partner Excellence Award
for our outstanding support”
commented Wolfgang Selzer,
executive manager at Blue
Secure.
www.bluesecure.co.za

Cameras deliver
complete IP
solution
Tyco Security Products recently
introduced the Illustra Edge, a
complete high-definition video
system combining an IP camera,
pre-installed exacqVision Edge
video management system
(VMS) software and SD storage
into one, out-of-the-box
solution, to the market. The
new Illustra Edge product line
provides everything needed to
connect and auto-configure
in minutes. Ideal for small
installations of up to 10 cameras
– or remote sites where server
hardware installations are
impractical – the Illustra Edge
solution provides an easy,
effective means to deploy a
high-definition IP video system
without incurring separate
server hardware installation and
configuration costs.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com

BUILD NEW BUSINESS IN 2015
WITH ITWEB'S EXECUTIVE FORUMS!

ITWEB EXECUTIVE
FORUMS
are customised
event platforms
designed to generate
quality leads and
potential new
business.

If you'd like to...
• Use an exclusive platform to talk to your target market
• Generate new business prospects
• Deliver key product and solution updates to a qualiﬁed audience
• Launch a new product or brand
• Position yourself as a leader in a particular ﬁeld of ICT
...then an ITWeb Executive Forum would be the perfect solution for you.
Tell us which topic you'd like to address and we'll give you:
• 80 targeted delegates
• Event management services, including input regarding the programme
• Pre- and post-event editorial and marketing among our readers
• Catering, delegate handouts, venue hire and audio visual facilities

DELEGATE TESTIMONIALS
‘Great speakers and topics.
Very well organised.’

‘Relevant, experienced speakers
with wealth of knowledge and
guidance. Key role players
attending and networking.‘

‘Very well organised,
communicated and planned’

Rory Wodley-Smith,
senior software pre-sales specialist, TCM

Kekeletso Morifi,
department head, Ditsobotla Local Municipality

Johannes Andries Greyling,
IT Manager, Accenture

RICOH Managed Document
Services Executive Forum,
August 2014

The BlackBerry Experience
Executive Forum, October
2014

IBM Cloud Executive Forum,
November 2014

For more information on ITWeb Executive Forums contact Debbie Visser on (011) 807 3294 or
debbiev@itweb.co.za for a detailed breakdown of this all-inclusive event partnership option.
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